Analysis of acquired genomic copy number aberrations and regions of loss of heterozygosity in acute myelogenous leukemia genomes using Affymetrix SNP 6.0 arrays and supporting software tools.
The application of SNP array technology to the analysis of cancer genomes has greatly advanced our knowledge of the incidence and functional consequences of acquired genomic copy number aberrations (aCNA) and LOH in various malignancies. The major challenges of using SNP arrays are accurately identifying acquired genomic DNA aberrations in the raw array data with very high sensitivity and specificity and meaningfully assessing the associations between these aberrations and biological characteristics or patient outcomes. Critical to the success and valid interpretation of data derived from SNP array profiling are (1) the purity of cells used as a source of template DNA; (2) the analysis of paired DNA samples (tumor and normal); (3) use of validated software tools for data analysis; (4) access to an acceptable gold standard for aCNA and LOH, including FISH data, cytogenetic results, and Q-PCR data; and (5) statistical support to employ or develop algorithmic approaches to SNP array data analysis. Overcalling of lesions including lack of validation and undercalling of lesions that display low fractional allelic representations are common problems. This guide should help the reader establish this powerful technology in the laboratory and aims to stimulate transition of SNP array profiling into clinical applications.